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Is this answer helpful?

Question answering. Question answering (QA) is a computer
science discipline within the fields of information retrieval and
natural language processing (NLP), which is concerned with
building systems that automatically answer questions posed by
humans in a natural language.
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Question answering - Wikipedia

Question answering - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Question_answering

Overview Contents History Architecture Question answering methods Issues Progress

Question answering is a computer science discipline within the fields of information
retrieval and natural language processing, which is concerned with building systems that
automatically answer questions posed by humans in a natural language. A QA
implementation, usually a computer program, may construct its answers by querying a
structured database of knowledge or information, usually a knowledge base. More comâ€¦
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OSQA - Official Site
www.dzonesoftware.com/products/open-source-question-answer-software
OSQA is a free, open source question and answer (Q&A) system for small projects
looking to build privately managed, custom Q&A sites. OSQA is a free, open source
question and answer (Q&A) system for small projects looking to build privately managed,
custom Q&A sites.

Answers: a question & answer system | Drupal.org
https://www.drupal.org/node/2685131
The Answers module can be used to implement a question & answer (Q&A) system
where users can post questions and other users can answer them. It is designed to
provide a Drupal based alternative to StackExchange.com sites, such as â€¦

11 Question and Answer Software to Build your Q&A â€¦
https://www.codefear.com/scripts/question-answer-software
Using Answer Question Script you can create your own question answer website. It is a
PHP based knowledge sharing system and is highly reliable, secure, powerful, and
flexible too. AQS (Answer Question Script) supports an advanced multi language system.
You can add an unlimited number of categories and sub-categories to it.

What are good ways to build an automated
Question/Answer ...
https://www.quora.com/What-are-good-ways-to-build-an-automated...
What are good ways to build an automated Question/Answer system using Machine
learning/NLP techniques? ... or general question answers ...

62 General Knowledge questions and answers on â€¦
www.angrylearnerr.com/62-general-knowledge-questions-answers...
Check out 55 General Knowledge questions and answers on Asia. 13. What is the
diameter of EARTH? 7,918 miles (12,742 km). 14. What is the diameter of MARS? 4,212
miles (6,779 km) 15. What is the diameter of JUPITER? 86,881 miles (139,822 km). 16.
What is the diameter of SATURN? 120 536 kilometers. 17. What is the diameter of â€¦

Practice Number System Questions: Aptitude, page-1 |
Lofoya
www.lofoya.com/Aptitude-Questions-and-Answers/Number-System-and...
Practice questions on Number System and Number ... Practice Questions on Number
System Aptitude Questions and Answers. ... To appreciate the effort Lofoya ...

Ask Questions, Get Answers - Question.com
https://www.question.com
Ask questions, get answers, help others and connect with people who have similar
interests.

AnswerHub | Developer Relations Solutions
www.dzonesoftware.com
Create a culture of many-to-many support, allowing your support team to focus on major
issues rather than working on questions that other developers could answer.
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